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Introduction
Some times you gotta roll up your sleeves and plan to do the dirty work yourself. StinkFillers is for the
viewer that wants to see the whole job done right without anyone getting shy when the task at hand is no
longer about fame and glamour.

Adult Review
Sure, this site does provide you with a crop of fresh faced teen eurowhores offering up each orifice for your viewing pleasure.
They get drilled from hole to hole and back again... all on one take, but then stinkfillers goes a bit further.
  
  In each scene, along with plenty of oral, anal and vaginal action... the guy takes a moment to fill up a large red basting
device with milk. Well, why bother to do that you might ask? The answer comes in the form of another question.... How
much can she hold?
  
  Once these young birds have been properly basted it's back to the hardcore action and the room quickly goes from being a
poorly decorated bed area to a soaking wet poorly decorated bed area as these chicks gush skim from every hole until the oral
finale where they finally get to drink the white fluid they originally thought they would be getting when they first signed on
to do the project.
  
  This is one of those sites that is not for everyone, but if you have a penchant for buggery and can't find anyone to play
enema milkshake with you then this site may be the greatest one you have ever seen.
  
  For those who are curious more than fanatical about this kind of content, keep in mind that your membership to this site
comes with memberships to a whole bunch of other sites for the same price. So, you can pay one price and see what is going
on over at stinkfillers... and if it is not your cup of tea (or half-gallon of milk), you can get plenty of thrills downloading the
content of all the other sites you get access to.

Porn Summary
One of the more original sites out there, StinkFillers is not for everyone but it does have a very loyal following and one
whose needs ought not be overlooked.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'This site gives a whole new meaning to Got Milk?'
Quality: 85  Updates: 80 Exclusive: 100 Interface: 83
Support: 80 Unique: 100    Taste: 84        Final: 85

Porn Sites Included
Pigtails Round Asses (86) ,Ass Like That (85) ,WillSheGag (85) ,Pigtails Big Tits (85) ,Naughty Best Friends (85) ,My
Favorite CreamPies (84) ,Gag Sluts (84) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Anal, Exclusive, Extreme, Hardcore, SexToys, Teen

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.88 Preview: 3 Days for $2.95 Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
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